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It is possible to tune the scattering length for the collision of ultracold1S0 ground-state alkaline-earth-metal
atoms using an optical Feshbach resonance. This is achieved with a laser far detuned from an excited molecular
level near the frequency of the atomic intercombination1S0-

3P1 transition. Simple resonant-scattering theory,
illustrated by the example of40Ca, allows an estimate of the magnitude of the effect. Unlike alkali metal
species, large changes of the scattering length are possible while atom loss remains small, because of the very
narrow linewidth of the molecular photoassociation transition. This raises prospects for control of atomic
interactions for a system without magnetically tunable Feshbach resonance levels.
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In recent years the ability to change the interaction be-
tween ultracold colliding atoms has opened the way for
unique and exciting experiments with ultracold atomic gases.
The observation of a Bose-Einstein condensatesBECd in
atomic cesiumf1g would have been impossible without the
ability to change the interaction from being attractive to be-
ing repulsive. More impressively, time-varying interactions
have allowed the creation of condensates of two-atom mol-
ecules starting from an atomic Bose condensatef2,3g. Most
recently, the observation of the condensation of pairs of fer-
mionic f4g atoms has started investigations into the so-called
BEC-BCS crossoverf5g, where BCS is the abbreviation for
the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer phase transition in a fermi-
onic gasf6g.

The key to these developments has been the ability to
change the interaction between atoms by a magnetically
tuned Feshbach resonancef7g. Theoretical discussion of the
properties of these resonances can be found in Refs.f8–11g.
The interaction between the atoms at ultracold temperature
can be characterized by a single parameter, the scattering
length f12,13g, which can be controlled in sign and magni-
tude using these resonances.

Another way to change the scattering length of two col-
liding atoms is to optically couple the ground scattering state
with an excited bound statef14g. These optical Feshbach
resonances are theoretically analyzed in Refs.f15,16g and
implemented experimentally in Refs.f17,18g. The recent ex-
periment of Theiset al. f18g with 87Rb atoms showed, how-
ever, that a significant change of the scattering length is ac-
companied with substantial loss of atoms. The same is true if
a two-color Raman process is usedf19g.

In this paper we discuss the optical tuning of scattering
lengths in ultracold alkaline-earth-metal atom vapors. To do
so we will assume that the laser is far detuned from excited
molecular states near the intercombination transition,
1S0-

3P1, as recently analyzed in Ref.f20g. We show that
significant changes of the scattering strength can be achieved
without the excessive atom loss that plagues experiments
with alkali-metal gasesf18g. Prospects for an optically tuned
scattering length in ultracold alkaline-earth vapors seem to
be particularly attractive, since magnetically tuned Feshbach
resonances do not occur between the isotopes of ground-state

1S0 alkaline-earth-metal atoms with zero nuclear spin. Sev-
eral alkaline-earth-metal atoms also have isotopes with non-
zero half-integer nuclear spin. Optical methods could be used
to tune their scattering lengths, although we will not consider
these specifically in this paper. Optical Feshbach control can
be also applied to other atomic systems having a similar
electronic structure. The recent Bose-Einstein condensation
of ytterbium f21g makes this system especially interesting.

The theoretical description of optical Feshbach reso-
nances and the closely related photoassociationsPAd process
is well establishedf14–16g. The elastic- and inelastic-
scattering rates due to a single photoassociation resonance
level depends ons1d the natural linewidthGe,nat<2GA of the
excited molecular levele, s2d the stimulated widthGegs«r ,Id
that couples the excited level to thes-wave collision of the
ground stateg at relative kinetic energy«r, and s3d the de-
tuning D−De from optical resonance. Here, following the
notation of Ref.f20g for PA near the1S0-

3P1 intercombina-
tion line of a group II atomic species,GA is the natural decay
width of the atomic transition,D="v−EA, De=Ee−EA,
where Ee is the energy of an isolated excited molecular
bound level,EA is the energy of the3P1 atom, andv is the
frequency of the light driving the transition. The stimulated
width is

Gegs«r,Id = 2pukeuVlasuglu2 = GA
3

4p

IlA
3

c
f rotfFC, s1d

where Vlas is the optical coupling proportional to the laser
intensityI, lA is the wavelength of the atomic transition,c is
the speed of light,f rot is a dimensionless rotational line
strength factor of order unity, andfFC is the Franck-Condon
factor per unit energy for the free-bound PA transition

fFC = UE
0

`

FesRdFgs«r,RddRU2

. s2d

Here,Fe is the unit normalized excited-state wave vibrational
function andFgs«r ,Rd is the energy normalized ground-state
scattering wave function. The low-energys-wave form of the
latter is s2m /p"2krd1/2 sinfkrsR−abgdg at largeR, wherem is
reduced mass of the atom pair," is Planck’s constant divided
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by 2p, kr =Î2m«r /", andabg is the ground-states-wave scat-
tering length in the absence of light. It should be noted that
the details of the molecule structure are hidden inGegs«r ,Id,
De, andabg.

The rate constant for inelastic collisions that lead to atom
loss is typically large when the detuning from molecular
resonance is small. Consequently, we will only consider the
case of unsaturated transitions at large detuning, defined by
the condition

uD − Deu @ Ge,nat+ Gegs«r,Id. s3d

We also require thatuD−Deu be much larger than other con-
tributions to the width of the photoassociation line such as
the thermal width, Doppler widthf20g, light-induced shift
f16,22g, and the mean-field shift in the case of BECf23g.

The theoretical description can be framed using the defi-
nition of a complex scattering lengthA based on the elastic-
scatteringS-matrix element askr →0 f15g,

Sgg = exps− 2iAkrd. s4d

The lengthA is complex and in the presence of light can be
written as

AsD,Id = abg + aoptsD,Id − iboptsD,Id, s5d

where the dependence onD and I are made explicit. The
optically inducedaoptsD ,Id andboptsD ,Id vanish forI =0 and
are linear inI for the limit in Eq. s3d. The lengthascatsD ,Id
=abg+aoptsD ,Id is interpreted as the usual scattering length,
and bopt is related to the atom loss rate coefficientKsD ,Id
determined from theS matrix,

lim
kr→0

KsD,Id = lim
kr→0

p"

mkr
s1 − uSggu2d =

4p"

m
boptsD,Id. s6d

The real and imaginary parts ofA are directly related to the
mean-field energy and the lifetime of a Bose-Einstein con-
densate. For the case of a condensate at densityn, the re-
quirementuascatu@bopt ensures that the mean-field energy per
atom pair 4p"2ascatn/m is large compared to the decay width
"Kn=4p"2boptn/m. The time scale for decay issKnd−1 for a
condensate ands2Knd−1 for a noncondensed thermal gas
f24g. In the noncondensed thermal gasṅ=−2Kn2 if other loss
processes are neglected.

Given the large detuning condition of Eq.s3d, the expres-
sions in Refs.f15,16g reduce to

aoptsD,Id =
1

2kr

Gegs«r,Id
D − De

= abg
degsId
D − De

, s7d

ascatsD,Id = abgS1 +
degsId
D − De

D , s8d

boptsD,Id =
1

2
aoptsD,Id

Ge,nat

D − De
, s9d

whereabg is the background scattering length defined previ-
ously, and

degsId =
Gegs«r,Id
2krabg

. s10d

Since the threshold properties of low-energy scattering en-
sure thatGegs«r ,Id~kr as«r →0, we see thatdegsId, aoptsD ,Id,
andboptsD ,Id are independent of collision energy for«r →0.
Equations8d shows that the change in scattering length for
an optically induced Feshbach resonance has the same form
as that for a magnetically tunable Feshbach resonance when
the widthdegsId is used. With our definitions,D−De.0 cor-
responds to blue detuning and a positive change in scattering
length.

For optical Feshbach resonances it is also convenient to
express the detuning dependence in terms of the natural line-
width, namely

aoptsD,Id = loptsId
Ge,nat

D − De
, s11d

boptsD,Id =
1

2
loptsIdS Ge,nat

D − De
D2

, s12d

where the “optical length” is defined as

loptsId =
Gegs«r,Id
2krGe,nat

= abg
degsId
Ge,nat

. s13d

This length depends on the molecular physics parameters of
the ground and excited states but is independent of collision
energy in the low-energy threshold regime and is propor-
tional to the laser intensityI, given our large detuning as-
sumption. The optical length is the same as the radius intro-
duced in Eq.s12d of Ref. f15g.

In order to make useful changes in the scattering length,
the change has to be large while the losses remain small. The
former criterion requires thatuaoptu@ uabgu, whereas the latter
requires thatuaoptu@bopt. Equation s7d shows that the first
criterion is satisfied as long asuD−Deu!deg, whereas Eq.s9d
shows that the second is satisfied ifuD−Deu@Ge,nat. The con-
dition in Eq. s3d requires a more stringent condition on the
detuning, which we can state in terms oflopt by combining
Eqs.s3d and s13d: uD−Deu@Ge,nats1+2krloptd, where we may
takekr typical of a collision energy in the system. Combining
these criteria, they may be stated either in terms of the de-
tuning,

deg@ uD − Deu @ s1 + 2krloptdGe,nat, s14d

or the length parameters,

lopt

1 + 2krlopt
@ aoptsD,Id @ abg. s15d

In general it will be difficult to satisfy these criteria for
the case of strongly allowed molecular transitions with large
Ge,nat since they typically have a relatively smalllopt at the
large detunings that are necessary. However, using the ex-
ample of Ca atoms, we now will show that these criteria can
be satisfied by an intercombination line transition, for which
the needed large detuning can be achieved close enough to
atomic resonance that the Franck-Condon factor is large
enough thatlopt is not too small.

Experimental demonstration of the optical tuning of the
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87Rb scattering length was presented by Theiset al. f18g.
Measurements were done with a moderate laser intensity of
about 500 W/cm2. The authors observed a tuning range of
the scattering length of about 200a0 accompanied by a trap
loss coefficient as large as 2310−10 cm3/s sa0
=0.052 917 72 nmd. The optical length for this strongly al-
lowed 87Rb2 transition is lopt<100a0, which is relatively
small and comparable toabg=103a0. Therefore, a significant
change of the scattering length, i.e.,aopt,abg, can only be
induced close to resonance and is accompanied by a large
trap loss.

We have calculated properties of optical Feshbach reso-
nances for calcium near the intercombination line. The mo-
lecular structure and transition dipole moments are evaluated
as in Ref. f20g. The molecular structure is insufficiently
known to quantitatively predict the absolute positions of the
excited bound vibrational levels. It is necessary to measure
these positions experimentally. Moreover, the background
scattering length of the ground state is not precisely known
but is believed to be positive and on the order of a few
hundreda0 f25g. Nevertheless, we can map out the values of
lopt, aopt, and other Feshbach properties as a function of the
background scattering length, binding energy, and laser de-
tuning and intensity.

Figure 1 showslopt as a function of both background scat-
tering lengthabg andDe sthe positive binding energy relative
to 3P1+1S0 atoms is −Ded. Details of the calculation of the
stimulated widthGegs«rd, necessary for the evaluation oflopt,
are described in the figure caption and in Ref.f20g. Figure 1
shows several maxima and minima inlopt. The optical length
at the maxima ranges between 10a0 and 105a0. The interfer-
ence minima to the right of the arrows are due to the mixing

of 0u
+ and 1u bound states. The third minimum is due to

vanishing overlap between excited 0u
+ and ground-state wave

functions. The nature and properties of these features are
discussed in detail in Ref.f20g.

The figure also shows that the envelope oflopt si.e., ignor-
ing oscillationsd increases whenuDeu decreases orabg in-
creases. In fact, for a laser intensity of 1 W/cm2 and binding
energies on the order of 1 GHz the optical length can be
bigger than 103a0, while it is 0.53106a0 for De<−1 MHz
andabg<1000a0.

In order to provide a specific example ofaoptsD ,Id and
boptsD ,Id, we assume a bound state with −De/h=150 MHz
andabg=389.8a0. sThis optical resonance corresponds to line
number 1 of the 0u

+ band as defined in Ref.f20g.d For this
caselopt=0.93106a0 at a laser intensity of 500 W/cm2. This
is the same laser intensity as that used in Ref.f18g, but lopt is
four orders of magnitude larger than that for Ref.f18g.

Figures 2sad and 2sbd show the optically induced scatter-
ing length aoptsD ,Id and loss rate coefficientKsD ,Id as a
function of blue detuningD−De for the parameters defined
above. The laser detunings shown in the figure are orders of
magnitude larger than the natural linewidth of 0.663 kHz.
For these parameters the stimulated linewidth is 18.2 kHz at
a collision energy of 1 nK, for which 2krlopt=27. The re-

FIG. 1. sColor onlined The optical lengthlopt calculated for rovi-
brational states of the 0u

+ band of Ca2 as a function of their line
position sbinding energyd De and background scattering lengthabg

of the ground-state potential. The laser intensity is 1 W/cm2. The
short range of the 0u

+ potential is varied to changeDe. The arrows
show the position of the last two unperturbed 1u levels, which are
held fixed in the calculation. The vertical dotted lines mark the
edges of the energy rangess“bins”d within which one and only one
level of 0u

+ symmetry will lie, given some 0u
+ potential curvesthe

first “bin” starts atDe=0d. The actual 0u
+ and 1u line positions are

not known and will need to be determined experimentally. FIG. 2. sad The optically induced scattering lengthaoptsD ,Id, sbd
the optically induced trap loss rateKsD ,Id, and scd the time scale
tsD ,Id=fKsD ,Idng−1 are shown as a function of the detuningsD
−Ded /". The figure also applies if the sign ofsD−Ded /" is reversed,
in which caseaoptsD ,Id also changes sign. Results were obtained for
abg=389.8, De/h=−150 MHz, I =500 W/cm2, Ge,nat=0.663 kHz,
lopt=0.93106a0, and n=1014 atom/cm3. For collision energy
«r /kB=1 nK the stimulated widthGegs«rd /h=18.3 kHz and kr

=1.52310−5a0
−1.
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quirement that uD−Deu /h@ s1+2krloptdGe,nat/h=19 kHz is
easily satisfied. However, for collision energies on the order
of 1 mK, Ge,nats1+2krloptd is of the same order as the fre-
quency range in Fig. 2 and our assumptions are broken. Con-
sequently, for these collision energies we need a detuning
D−De that is larger than 5 MHz.

In the figure bothaopt andKsD ,Id decrease with increas-
ing detuning. The optically induced scattering length is
<1200a0 for sD−Ded /h=500 kHz, while simultaneously the
trap loss rate is relatively small withKsD ,Id=1.7
310−12 cm3/s. This loss rate coefficient is two orders of
magnitude less than in the case of rubidium. The time-scale
parametersKnd−1<6 ms, assuming an initial atom density
n=1014 atom/cm3.

Equationss11d and s12d apply to red as well as blue de-
tunings so that negativeD−De gives a negativeaoptsD ,Id.
Using the parameters in Fig. 2, it should be possible to
tune the scattering lengthascat from <−800a0 to zero to
<+400a0 while the loss rate remains below 1.7
310−12 cm3/s.

The essential molecular physics that sets the magnitude of
lopt depends on the molecular Franck-Condon factor in Eqs.
s1d ands2d. The transition dipole moment cancels in the defi-
nition of lopt in Eq. s13d due to the relationGe,nat<2GA. How-
ever, the small natural linewidth of the1S0−3P1 transition for
alkaline-earth-metal atoms has an important role to play,
since much smaller detuning from atomic resonance can be
used than in the case of alkali-metal atoms. Both numerical
and analytic calculations, similar to those used in the Appen-
dix of Ref. f16g, show that the magnitude of the Franck-

Condon factorsignoring an oscillating phase factord in-
creases as the binding energy of the excited level decreases.
To operate at sufficiently large detuning to satisfy Eqs.s14d
and s15d requires a quite large binding energy for strongly
allowed transitions, i.e, many GHz to more than a THz. On
the other hand, binding energies in the MHz range can be
used in the case of weak intercombination line transitions.
Consequently, we find that optical lengths can be orders of
magnitude larger for weak intercombination lines than al-
lowed transitions, since the Franck-Condon factors can be
intrinsically much larger once the necessary conditions are
satisfied for changing scattering length without major losses.

In summary, we have shown that molecular energy levels
close to the1S0+3P1 dissociation limit of alkaline-earth-
metal atoms provide optical Feshbach resonance states that
allow for a significant change of scattering length even for
moderate laser intensities and laser frequencies far detuned
from optical resonance, with a relatively small trap loss rate
coefficient. A small loss rate coefficient leads to longer ob-
servation times. Although we have used calcium as an ex-
ample system, we expect our conclusions to remain valid for
other alkaline-earth-metal atoms as well as atoms with simi-
lar electronic structure, such as ytterbiumf21g. Optical
Feshbach resonances seem to be a promising tool that will
allow a tunable interaction strength in atomic systems which
do not have magnetic Feshbach resonances.
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